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In the past few years we have seen the development of several

new technologies for the continuous and non-invasive

monitoring of physiological glucose, such as the GlucoWatch1,

glucose-sensing skin patches and approaches based on a

glucose-sensing tattoo. One approach that differs from current

thinking is based on the determination and monitoring of tear

glucose, which is well known to track blood glucose with an

approximate 30 min lag time, using disposable and colorless

contact lenses. These contact lenses can be worn by diabetics

who can colorimetrically see changes in their contact lens color

or other fluorescence-based properties, giving an indication of

tear and blood glucose levels.
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Introduction
Over the past 150 years, significant attention has been

given to the development of physiological glucose-

monitoring bio/technologies [1,2,3�,4,5,6�,7–9,10��,11–24].

This is because one important aspect of diabetes manage-

ment involves the tight control of blood glucose levels, so

as to manage food intake and the dosage and timing of

insulin injection. Tests for determining serum glucose

concentration typically require blood collection by some

invasive technique, usually a needle or other device

causing arterial or venous puncture. Currently, millions

of diabetics are left with very few alternatives, except to

invasively draw blood many times a day to determine
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their blood sugar levels. To this end, many technologies

have been developed over the past 20 years in an attempt

to provide a technology that promises both non-invasive

and continuous physiological glucose monitoring. These

have included the use of near-infrared spectroscopy

[14,15], optical rotation [16,17], and colorimetric [18,19]

and fluorescence detection [20–24], to name but a few.

Recently, we have seen the launch of the new Gluco-

Watch1, which was approved by the FDA in 2001 and is

the first step towards the continuous and non-invasive

monitoring of physiological glucose. However, in addi-

tion to wearing this wrist watch based glucose sensor, it is

also recommended that glucose monitoring by another

blood sampling technique be used from time to time,

which in our opinion both defeats and undermines the

approach and objective, as well as potentially increasing

diabetic patient care and supply cost. Other emerging

technologies include glucose-monitoring skin patches,

implantable glucose sensor coupled insulin pumps, and

laser blood drawing, which is deemed less painful than

finger pricking with a lancet or needle [25��]. Yet, there is

still a need for new technologies that are truly non-

invasive and continuous. To this end, we have recently

seen the development of fluorescence-based glucose-

sensing contact lenses. When worn by diabetics, who

often require vision correction in any case, these lenses

can potentially monitor tear glucose levels, which are

known to track blood glucose levels (Figure 1). These

contact lenses incorporate new monosaccharide fluo-

rescent signaling boronic acid containing probes

(Figure 2); the unique chemical and photophysical fea-

tures of these probes overcome lens environmental obsta-

cles, such as pH and polarity. Recent findings show that

this approach might indeed be suitable for the continuous

non-invasive monitoring of tear glucose in the concen-

tration range 250 mM to 5 mM, which is approximately

tenfold lower than the concentration range found in

diabetic blood.

In this article we review the fabrication of these new

glucose-sensing contact lenses and probes and discuss the

rationale behind their design. We also provide a perspec-

tive on their practical role in blood glucose determination,

as compared with more traditional glucose-sensing tech-

nologies such as finger pricking. We believe that the

broader implications of this technology have still yet to

be realized. It is known that tears house a variety of

physiological analytes, such as Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+,

histamine, urea, lactate and cholesterol, which could also

be monitored in the near future through similar intelli-

gent contact lens based sensing platforms.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Potential methods for non-invasive continuous tear glucose

monitoring. (a) Boronic acid doped contact lenses. (b) Schematic

of a possible tear glucose-sensing device. The hand-held device

works by flashing a light into the eye (Ex) and measuring the

emission (Em) intensity. (c) Sensor spots on the surface of the

lens can be included to monitor other analytes in addition to glucose,

such as drugs, biological markers, Ca2+, K+, Na+, O2 and Cl�.

Sensor regions could also allow for ratiometric, lifetime or
polarization based fluorescence glucose sensing.
(Figure modified from [39].)
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Lens feasibility and probe design
In early contact lens studies it was deemed necessary to

understand the contact lens environment, with regard to

pH, polarity and possible interferents, before any fluor-

escence- or colorimetric-based contact lens sensing sys-

tem could be developed [26��]. Commercially available

lenses were tested using well-characterized boronic acid

containing probes, where the boronic acid group is well-

known to chelate monosaccharides [27–34] and thus

provides a possible glucose-sensing mechanism. Such

probes have been used in other technologies developed

for monitoring glucose levels. The probes can detect a

wide range of sugar moieties and the extent of chelation

can be monitored using fluorescence, colorimetric, fluor-

escence-lifetime or polarization based methods [1–13].

Feasibility studies of ‘doped’ lenses using available boro-

nic acid probes produced poor glucose responses indeed,

which was attributed to the mildly acidic pH (�6.2) and

methanol-like polarity within the contact lens [26��,35].

This was not too surprising, given the fact that these

probes were originally designed for sensing at a physio-

logical pH of �7.4, the probes typically having pKa values

around 9. Hence, to obtain a notable glucose response in

the contact lens polymer, it was necessary to design new

probes with significantly reduced sugar-bound pKa values

(Figure 2). The probes also had to be sensitive to the very

low concentrations of tear glucose (�500 mM for a healthy

person increasing to several millimolar for diabetics, but

recalling that the blood glucose levels for a healthy person

are �tenfold higher than the tear level [36,37�,38,39]).

The pKa of phenyl boronic acid is known to be tunable

with the appropriate substituents [40,41]; for example,

an electron-withdrawing group reduces the pKa of the

sugar-bound form, whereas an electron-donating group

increases it. The interaction between the quaternary

nitrogen of the 6-methyl- and methoxyquinolinium moi-

eties, and the boronic acid group can therefore be utilized

to reduce the pKa of the probe. In this regard, the

environmental constraints of the contact lens were

addressed by synthesizing two new classes of isomeric

boronic acid containing probes (eight probes in total;

Figure 2) in which the spacing between the interacting

moieties (i.e. the quaternary nitrogen of the 6-methyl- or

6-methoxyquinolinium group and the boronic acid group)

were varied. These probes have promoted a greater

understanding of the sensing mechanism and enabled

the selection of the most suitable isomer based on its

glucose-binding affinity [40,41].

Developing a new glucose signaling
mechanism
How do these new probes sense glucose and translate this

to a signal that can be monitored? To understand this, it is

informative to consider Figure 3a. The boronic acid

group is an electron-deficient Lewis acid having an
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:100–107
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Figure 2
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Molecular structure of the boronic acid probes based on the quinolinium nucleus and the apparent pKa values for the boronic acid probes in

buffer. The effect of 100 mM sugars is also shown. Abbreviations: o-, ortho; m-, meta; p-, para.
sp2-hybridized boron atom with a trigonal planar confor-

mation. The anionic form of the boronic acid, formed in

the presence of glucose, is characterized by a more

electron-rich sp3-hybridized boron atom with a tetrahe-

dral geometry. The change in the electronic properties

and the geometry at the boron atom induces the fluores-

cence spectral changes of the probes. Upon addition of

glucose the electron density on the boron atom is

increased, facilitating the partial neutralization of the

positively charged quaternary nitrogen of the quinoli-

nium moiety. This interaction has been termed a ‘charge

neutralization-stabilization mechanism’ [40,41], and a

schematic representation of this mechanism with regard

to glucose binding/sensing is illustrated in Figure 3a.

Reduced pKa of the probes: lens
environmental compatibility
Figures 3b and c shows the emission spectra of N-

(boronobenzyl)-6-methoxyquinolinium bromide (o-

BMOQBA) and N-(boronobenzyl)-6-methylquinolinium

bromide (o-BMQBA) in buffered media where the pH is

increased from 3 to 11. The emission spectra of the

boronic acid containing probes typically show a steady

decrease in fluorescence intensity with increasing pH. By

contrast, the control compounds, (N-benzyl-6-methoxy-

quinolinium bromide [BMOQ] and N-benzyl-6-methyl-

quinolinium bromide [BMQ]) having no boronic acid

group, show no change in fluorescence intensity. The
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:100–107
apparent pKa values obtained from the titration curves

shown in Figures 3b and c are given in Figure 2. Here we

can see considerably reduced pKa values for the new

phenylboronic acid containing fluorophores in buffered

media, as compared with the typical boronic acid probes

reported in the literature [2,4,6�,8,10��], which are typically

in the range 8–9. The quaternary nitrogen of the quino-

linium nucleus not only reduces the pKa of the probes, but

also serves to stabilize the boronatediester formed upon

sugar complexation [40,41]. This in turn is thought to

increase the affinity of the probes for sugar. Hence, the

reduced sugar-bound pKa of the probes, coupled with their

increased glucose affinity, is a most attractive notion for

glucose-sensing contact lens applications, noting the pre-

vious findings of a lens pH around 6.2 [26��].

Contact lens based glucose sensing
Figures 4a and b shows the response of o-BMOQBA- and

o-BMQBA-doped contact lenses, respectively, to increas-

ing concentrations of glucose. As with the solution-based

measurements reported by Badugu and colleagues

[25��,36,37�,38,39], the probes show a decrease in fluor-

escence intensity. This has been attributed to the com-

plexation of glucose with boronic acid and the subsequent

charge neutralization mechanism described earlier

[40,41]. The I0/I plots, where I0 and I are the fluorescence

intensities in the absence and presence of sugar, respec-

tively (Figures 4c,d), show the normalized response as
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Signaling mechanism. (a) Schematic representation of the charge neutralization-stabilization mechanism with regard to glucose sensing.

The bold-line between the N+ and boron atom in the structure shown on the right-hand side of the equation indicates the increased

interaction between them, and is not intended to show covalent bond formation between the two atoms. Emission spectra of (b) o-BMOQBA

and (c) o-BMQBA in buffered media. lex for BMOQBA and BMQBA was 345 nm and 320 nm, respectively.
compared with the response of the lenses in the absence

of sugar. As was observed in solution [40,41], fructose had

a greater response, reflecting the greater affinity of mono-

phenyl boronic acid derivatives for fructose. However, in

the low sugar concentration ranges (<2 mM sugar;

Figures 4e,f) the response towards both sugars was com-

parable [36–39]: the 90% response time (i.e. the time for

the fluorescence signal to change by 90% of the initial

value) was �10 min.

Differences in the response towards glucose for the iso-

mers shown in Figure 2 could also be observed in the

lenses (Figures 4e,f), where m-BMOQBA was reported to

have the greatest response amongst this class of probes.

From Figures 4e and f, we can clearly see a notable

response in the lens towards sugars, with p-BMQBA

showing a greater than 20% fluorescence signal change

with as little as 2 mM glucose. This was not unexpected,

and is simply explained by the pKa of the probes being

<7, the probes being compatible with the mildly acidic

lens environment. The dissociation constants (KD)

obtained for all six probes with glucose and fructose
www.sciencedirect.com
within the contact lens have also been recently published

[36,37�,38,39].

Probe leaching, shelf-life and interferents
Not all changes in fluorescence will result from interac-

tions with sugars, and problems such as leaching could

reduce the intensity. It was reported that up to an �8%

change in fluorescence intensity could be observed,

attributed to lens probe leaching, for the BMOQBA class

of probes, with very little change after about 25 min [42�].
By contrast, the BMQBA probes show a much greater

extent of leaching over the same time period and under

identical conditions. Given that the BMQBA probes

typically show a greater response towards glucose in

the lens, this suggests that the BMQBA probes might

be more accessible within the lens than the BMOQBA

probes [42�]. Similar results were obtained at 38 8C (core

temperature), but with a different leaching rate [42�].

In the early contact lens studies reported by Geddes and

coworkers, lenses were pre-leached to a steady-

state fluorescence intensity before use. After glucose
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:100–107
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Figure 4
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measurements were undertaken, the outer lens fluid

volume surrounding the contact lens was found to be

non-fluorescent indicating that dye had not leached from
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:100–107
the lens during actual glucose-sensing measurements

[36,37�,38, 39]. It should be noted that although chemis-

tries are available to covalently attach the probes within the
www.sciencedirect.com
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contact lens polymer, which would eliminate any leaching

whatsoever, it is an important design consideration of this

approach that the lenses remained unmodified, so that

their physiological characteristics/biocompatibilities and

optical parameters remain unchanged. The approach

described here is targeted at reducing future lens redesign

costs for industry by using simple probe doping.

As with all sensors it is important to consider the effects of

potential interferents and sensor shelf-life on the working

response of the device. We commented earlier on the

response of the probes towards fructose, primarily because

of its well-knowngreater affinity for theboronic acid moiety

[2,4,6�,8,10��]. However, the concentration of fructose in

blood is �10 times lower than glucose [26��,36,37�, 38,39],

a relationship that is also thought to occur in tears [26��].
Hence, fructose is not thought to be a major interferent in

tears,but is simplyshownhere toplacethebindingtrends in

context. However, tears are a complex mixture of proteins

and other analytes, such as sodium (120–170 mM), potas-

sium (6–26 mM) and chloride (100 mM) [42�]. The new

contact lens probes have been tested with various aqueous

halides, given that the counter cations sodium and potas-

sium are known to be non-quenching metal ions of the

commonfluorophores. The BMOQBAprobesare modestly

quenched by chloride, with steady-state Stern–Volmer

constants [43] in the range 170–182 M�1; the BMQBA

probes have significantly smaller quenching constants in

the range 17–44 M�1. This result is simplyexplained by the

shorter lifetimeoftheBMQBAprobesascomparedwiththe

BMOQBA probes, and the probability of an excited-state

chloride ion encounter [38,43]. Encouragingly, the

BMQBA probes typically show a greater response towards

glucose, as well as being the least perturbed by aqueous

chloride. In any event, simple corrections in the fluores-

cence signal can easily be made to account for chloride

interference on the glucose response (see Figure 1). Sensor

spots on the surface of the lens could contain a reference

chloride compound or indeed another probe sensitive to

both glucose and chloride.

With regard to the glucose-sensing contact lens shelf-life,

lenses that had been doped, leached and stored for several

months, both wet and dry, gave identical sugar-sensing

results, indicating no lens polymer–fluorophore interac-

tions over this time period and no probe degradation.

Future developments based on this
technology
We have described here the design rationale and testing

of fluorescent probes that are compatible with commer-

cially available, daily use disposable contact lenses, which

have already been assessed and optimized with regard to

vision correction and oxygen permeability. This research

has enabled the first prototype to be realized. With regard

to glucose-monitoring by this approach, we speculate

below on several future improvements to this technology.
www.sciencedirect.com
Clear or colored contact lenses?

Many boronic acid containing fluorophores absorb in the

visible spectrum [2,4,6�,8,10��], which would introduce

color into a doped lens. Although colored lenses are

attractive to a few people, as sports or even fashion

accessories, the majority of contact lenses worn today

are clear. The colorless lenses described here are thus

ideal in this regard. One disadvantage of these lenses,

however, is the requirement for an excitation and detec-

tion device, as shown in Figure 1. One improvement to

this technology could be the use of colored contact lenses

that change color in response to the concentration of tear

and therefore blood glucose. This can be achieved by the

ground-state binding of glucose to boronic acid, which

would lead to subsequent changes in the fluorophore

absorption spectrum. A patient wearing the lenses could

simply look into a mirror and compare the color to a

precalibrated color strip to assess the extent of hypergly-

cemia. The color could even be determined by an on-

looker, making this technology most attractive to parents

of young diabetic children or for carers of the elderly.

Sensor spots

As briefly mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 1, sensor

spots on the surface of contact lenses could correct signal

responses for interferents such as aqueous chloride.

Indeed the spots could either be visible to the wearer

(self-readout) or readable by an external monitoring

device. In this regard sensor spots could also be used

to determine the concentrations of multiple analytes in

addition to glucose, such as sodium and potassium.

Detection methods

Although simple colorimetric methods are likely to be the

easiest to introduce to the market place, other fluores-

cence sensing methodologies, such as polarization, life-

time and ratiometric sensing, offer many spectroscopic

sensing advantages over the simple intensity measure-

ments described for the lenses to date [35]. For example,

fluorescence lifetime and ratiometric measurements are

independent of total light intensity or fluctuations in

ambient room light.

How do these lenses compare to existing
glucose-sensing technologies?
As briefly mentioned in the introduction, there are very

few truly non-invasive and continuous physiological glu-

cose monitors for diabetics on the market today. Even the

GlucoWatch1 is not without its constraints, but does have

particular advantages in that glucose level alarms and past

history are built-in features. The glucose-sensing contact

lens approach, although unlikely to undergo any form

of clinical trials for several years yet, is likely to be

a significant future competitor to the GlucoWatch1 or

indeed enzymatic finger-pricking based methods. This is

because many diabetics require vision correction and

already wear either contact lenses or spectacles, the
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:100–107
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technology is truly continuous and noninvasive, and

patients can simply see their own glucose levels or even

be assessed by on-lookers. With the prevalence of dia-

betes on the increase, this new approach is likely to be a

significant alternative to diabetes care and management.

Conclusions
Over the past few years a range of new glucose-sensing

contact lenses have been developed by doping strategi-

cally designed fluorescent probes into commercially avail-

able contact lenses. The probes are completely

compatible with the new lenses and can readily detect

glucose changes of up to several millimolar, appropriate

for the tear glucose concentration range of diabetics (i.e.

�0.5–5 mM) [25,36,37�,38,39,42].

The lenses have a 90% response time of about 10 min,

allowing the continuous and noninvasive monitoring of

ocular glucose. This is a significant improvement over

enzymatic methods based on blood sampling by finger

pricking, with many diabetics currently begrudgingly

testing between four and six times daily.

With diabetes being widely recognized as one of the

leading causes of death and disability in the western

world, this new doped contact lens approach represents

a notable step towards the continuous and non-invasive

monitoring of physiological glucose. In addition, the

contact lens approach is likely to be the first of a whole

range of contact lens sensing platforms for monitoring

ocular fluid analytes. In this regard, new contact lenses for

the determination of multiple tear analytes, such as

lactate, sodium and potassium, might be realized, and

could even be developed for monitoring the core tem-

perature using multiple transduction agents in multiple

sensor spots as depicted in Figure 1.

Finally in closing, although the prognosis for diabetes has

changed little in 3000 years since its first report in the

Ebers Papyrus in 1500 BC [1], the past 20 years has seen

significant advances in its clinical diagnosis.
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